ALGEBRA
be removed, provided the sign before each
term within the parenthesis is changed, the
sign -f to —, and the sign — to -f.
This is not quite so easily -understood as
the principle just explained, so let us care-
fully examine the matter, using the same
illustration we found so serviceable in the
first instance:
If a man has 20 dollars and has to pay two
bills, one of 6 dollars and one of 4 dollars, it
makes no difference whether he takes 6 dol-
lars and 4 dollars in succession, or whether
he takes the 6 dollars and the 4 dollars at one
time from his 20 dollars.
The first process is represented by 20—6—4.
The second process is represented by 20—
(6+4).
Hence, 20—(6+4) =20—6—4.
If this same man has 20 dollars consisting
of 5 dollar bills, and has a debt of 6 dollars
to pay, he can do this by giving two bills
and receiving in return 4 dollars.
This process is represented by 20—10 + 4.
If the debt paid is 6 dollars, that is (10—4)
dollars, the number of dollars he has left can
be expressed by 20—(10—4).
Hence, 20—(10—4) =20—10+4.
If the explanation is understood you will
readily find answers -to the following. We
have stated results in three instances:
10—(9—5) =10—9+5=6
1— (3—2)= »
9~(4+-3) =9—4-3=2
(8—2)—(5—3) =8—2—5+3=4
15—(10—3—2)= ?
(3o—2a)—(a—a)= ?
Numerical Values. By way of a review,
refer again to the definition of coefficient.
It is a multiplier; in the expression ly, we
understand that y} whatever its value, is to
be taken 7 times. Then, if 2/=4, the expres-
sion 32/+42/=12+16, or 28 j or, 3y-\-4y=7y,
or 28. Applying this knowledge, solve the
following problems. You will find results
stated in a few instances, for your encour-
agement.
If a=5, &=4, c=3, find the value of:
 1.	9a—2&c.       (Ans. 21; here 6c are to be
 2.	503+20.       multiplied together, and 2
 3.	3 (a—&+c),       is their coefficient.)
 4.	e+2(a—b)=5.
 5.	2b—3 (a—-c).
 6.	2c—&(a—6).
Let us solve and explain the last problem,
'step by step; you will then know whether
your methods have been correct:
 (1)	2c—b(a—b).
 (2)	Kemovingr   parentheses,   2c—ab-ffc*.'   *>
times b Is not 2t>, but is the result of b
multiplied by itself, as in arithmetic;
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(3)	Assigning values to the letters,
6—20 + 16.
Adding- terms having- plus signs, de-
ducting from the sum the term hav-
ing1 a minus sign,
(4)	22—20=2.
Addition. The processes of addition in
arithmetic and algebra vary but little. If
in arithmetic we add 4 and 5, there is a term
known to us which expresses the result of
this addition; it is 9. If in algebra we wish
to add a and ~b} there is no single term which
will express the sum; the addition of two
algebraic expressions can be represented
only by connecting the second with the first
by the sign +, If there are no like terms in
the entire expression whose sum we ate re-
quired to find, the operation of addition is
algebraically complete when the two expres-
sions are thus connected; hence, ths sum of
x and y is #+?/.
Add 3o+42/+6<z+£/. Here we ftnd like
terms twice; hence we combine these like
terms before completing our addition, for we
must have the expression in its simplest
form. So we combine these similar terms:
Therefore we have the complete problem,
We may give the problem this form:
Add the following, remembering that if no
sign appears before a term, the plus sign is
always understood; and recalling, further,
that we express the sum of coefficients only :
1. Add;
 2.	Add:   4<*3+3+5;  —2^+30—8;  a'—
d+la.
 3.	Add:  —3a+2fc+c;  a—3Z>+2e;  2a+

 4.	Add:
/; <z+&
 5.	Add: 2a*+4&— 2c; 30—25;
Is it clear why you must arrange this
problem in the following order?
+ c
Subtraction,   The reason assigned for the
rale for subtraction in algebra is sometimes

